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1. Introduction 

Lunar physical ephemerides, tabulated daily including llbration, can be found in Section D of The Astronom
ical Almanac (AsA). This technical note describes the method used for calculating the lunar librations and 
other quantities on the odd pages D7-D21 of the AsA with effect from the 2011 edition. Prior to the 1985 
edition, formulae and constants for the physical ephemeris of the Moon were due to Hayn (1907). Beginning 
with the 1985 edition, librations have been generated using the analytical theory of Eckhardt (1981, 1982). 

Since the inclusion of a rotational ephemeris for the Moon given in the form of three Euler angles in the 
JPL lunar ephemerides starting with DE403/LE403, Standish et al. (1995), it has been a long-standing 
goal to implement these ephemerides in the calculation of lunar librations and improve the quality of the 
tabulated physical ephemerides of the Moon in Section D. Work started by Hilton (2004) on interpreting 
these ephemerides has paved the way to the work presented here which describes the calculation of librations 
and related quantities as they have been implemented starting with the 2011 edition of the AsA. This 
technical note has been written with the practitioner of astronomical calculations in mind and may form the 
basis of explanatory material on lunar librations in a future edition of The Explanatory Supplement to the 
Astronomical Almanac (ES). 

In this technical note the basic formulae are derived for the lunar librations and the position angle of the 
axis of rotation. The lunar rotation angles in the JPL ephemeris must be transformed by a series of rotations 
and then using simple vector algebra to angular quantities which can be substituted into the basic formulae. 
These will then give the true or total lunar librations. From these and the optical (geometric) librations, the 
physicallibrations can be computed. For the 2011 edition, the lunar rotation angles in DE403/LE403 are 
used due to the availability of certain ephemeris-specific transformations (Konopliv et al. (2001)). 

An algorithm and numerical example, using the same computer routines used for the AsA, showing all the 
relevant stages in the computation of the librations and related quantities is given. Appendix. C contains a 
short description of the calculation of the position angle of the Moon's bright limb and its phase or fraction 
illuminated - geometrical quantities tabulated on the odd pages D7-D21 of Section D. 

In the ES (1961) an approximate method was given to calculate the lunar librations but with no details of its 
derivation. In Appendix B these formulae are derived based on the method in Encke (1843). This method 
was used primarily before the advent of high-speed electronic computers and is not used in the publications 
currently to calculate the lunar librations. It is included here for the interested reader. 
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2. Basic formulae for the lunar libratidIis and. the position angle of the ·axis 

2.1 The lunar librations 

The mean rotational state of the Moon is described by Cassini's empirical laws, which state that the descend
ing node of the Moon's equator coincides with the ascending node of the Moon's orbit on the ecliptic; the 
N!o~n's equ&t.o.r m<¥ntains a c;ons~ant incUnat~on to ~h~ ~cliptic; and the rotation rate is suc.\1 that o!1 average 
the same side is' atw,<,ys:tacing tlii .. Earth. T4us. the.ro.t,a,tional rate must be egua.( to the rate. of motion of 
the Moon's mean iongitu"cie. The actuaI rotation'state ·has small periodic varhltions from this mean state 
caused by dynamical perturbations, an.d these cause . .the physicallibrations of the Moon's orientation. In 
addition there are the much larger. optical librations !ri·, jts .or~entation as seen from the Earth, which are 
due to variations in the rate of the Moon's orbital. motion, and to the inclination of the Moon's equator to 
its orbital plane (see Appendix A for an estimation of the magnitude of these librations). For a complete 
definition of the rotational state of the Moon, a prime meridian must also be specified, and this was originally 
chosen to be the mean central meiidian··of'the·side facing-the Earth. Its direction in space will thus differ 
by 1800 from the mean longitude of the Moon. Th~ 13ituation is illustrated in Figure 1. 

. North Pole C 
. of Ecliptic 

... ,.~ . 

.; L Lunar' 
North Pole 

Ecliptic 

Figure 1: The selenocentric sphere: showing .the lunar orbit and the r.elationships between the sub
Earth point M, the mean lunar equator and the ecliptl,c. S is the descending node of the "lunar 
equator on the ecliptic. 

The ecliptic longitude and latitude of the MOOh 'are .\,. .6 respectively and so the sub-Earth point M has 
longitude and latitude .\ + 1800

, ~.6. LM is the ·mean longitude of the Moon and {l is the ascending node. 
The inclination of the ecliptic to the mean lunar equator is I. The librations in longitude and latitude are 
denoted by I and brespectively. 

Formulae for computing'the opticalllorations Can be derived· by relating to each other two expressions for 
the vector from the centre of the Moon towards the sub-Earth point M; one"ofthem referred to the ecliptic 

- frame and the other to th~'lunar equatorial frame. Let 0 be the cehtre ofthe·selenocentric sphere. In Figure 
1 consider firstly point M referred to right-handed axes O"Xy~ in which Ox is in direction ·OS, Oy in the 
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ecliptic and Oz in direction OC. Coordinates of M in this system ~e 

(

COS( -(3) cost>. + 180' - tt)) 
cost -(3) sine>. + 180' - tt) 

sin(-(3) , 
(1) 

Consid~r neXt, point M referred to axes OX';'z' iIi which Ox' is i'n direction OS, 'Oy' 'in the mean-equator of 
. the Moon a:nd':Oz' in the direction OL. The'codrdinates of !vI referred 'to' these axes 'are 

'(COSbCOS(LM+ 180' - tt + I)) 
cosbsin(LM +180' - tt+ I) 
. . sm·b ... 

, , , 

"', . 

" '( " 
1 0 0 

R,,(:-!J =, 'OCOsI,,"Si~I) 
, ' ' 0 sinI cosI" 

(2) 

. ," 

" : . 

(3) 

We note here in general t~,at'rotations in a right-handed set of axes with origin 0 about the Ox,Oy andDz 
axes through an arbitr¥J ang~e_.~ ~e obtained by the rotatipIl: ma~rices R 1 , R2 a~d R3 respectively, where 

. " 
, 

- 0 "0) 
G R,)qy,,; cos B sin B 

- sin (j cos B 

("O;B 0 
-S6

nB
) R,(B) = 1 

-- sinB 0 cos B 

(~~i:B' sinB 

D R3(B) = cos B 
0 

From equations,(l), (2) and (3J.,we have 

'" 

cos b sin(LM + 180' "-:'11 H)" '=, .Q,,: c~sI:-,sinI . ,:, :~oj;l(~(3):srri(X + 'i80' - tt) 
(

COSbCOS(LM+, , 18Q?,,,,tt+I)) (1 0 0) (cos(-mcos(~-+1,80'-tt)) 
, sinb ' ", 0 sinr cosI '"," sin(-(3) 

which can be .written as 

(

-cos b cos, (Li< +J -'[}})'" '(f 
-cosbsin(LM+I-tt), =' 0 

sinb 0 

o 
cos I 
sin I 

, -s~nI) 
cos I (

-COS(3COS(>' - tt)) 
-cos(3siIi(>. - tt) 

'-sinj3 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

In the lunar ephemeris A is referred to the true equinox of date, but L M and n are referred to the mean 
equinox, The quantity >. - tt in equation (7) must be replaced by >. - (tt + N), where N is the nutation in 
longituqe, We can now write (7) as the three equl\tions " 

cos b cos(1 + LM - tt) = cosj3 cost>. - tt - N) 

cos b sin(1 + LM - tt) ,= cos Lcosj3si,n(>',- tt -'N) ,- sin I sinf} 

sinb '=',- sin! cos j3 sin(>. - a- N) - cos I sinj3, 

(8) 
(9) 

(10) 

Equations (8), (9) and (10) are rigorous formulae for the computation oithe opticaI'llbrations I and b, from 
the values of I, nand LM , which describe -the.me.an. rot&tipual state: otthe :Moon, and from.A and /3, the 
ecliptic coordinates of the Moon. However,' as is explained- in }'ectiop. 3;.if I, n. and LM are substituted 
by mod.i.Eed quantities that includ.e the effects· bf the dynamical perturb,ations of the. Mo.on's rotation; then 
these rigorous formulae will give the .values of the total librations. ' 
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An approximate method to compute the llbrations l, b wi;;; given in the ES (1961) p.319 based on formulae 
introduced by Eneke (1843). It is derived using the quantities Band l' shown in Figure 1 and was used 
before the advent of fast electronic computers. A statement of the method and an outline of its derivation 
is given in Appendix B for the interested rea~er. . 

2.2 The position angle of the axis. 

~he position angle of the"axis ~f rotation is the angle that the :lunar meridian through the apparent central 
point of the disk towards the north lunar pole forms.~th the celestial meridian through the central point, 
measured eastwards from the celestial north point of the disk. 

In determining expressions for the position angle we use the elements of the mean lunar equator referred to 
the Earth equator. . .. 

'I '". ':": 

y 

,,' 

o 
. ,., "-\:\ " . '>" . 

g.Y. 

Q' 
""c' 

.. " "~-"'-,-. 

~~ator 
ofEaith 

Figure 2: Elements for Moon's equator. 
",,;. <' ... ." 

These are defined .;;: .... . ' 
i = the t~clliiation of the me-an~ ~"q~ator of the" Moon 

to th~ true equatorpf"tli;'Earthj"" " ... " 

L1 ~ the ar~ of the me;~:equator of the Moon from its 

~cending" node bn the true equator of the Earth 

, tojtk,asc~!1di_ng.no~e on the ecliptic of date; 

d = thearc.of the true equator of the Earth from'the 

,~rue equinox of date to the ascending node of the 

" mean equator "of the ~oon on the true equator· 

of the Earth. 

The ascending node of tp.'e mean lunar equator o~.the ecliptic is at the descending node of the mean lunar 
orbit so YS' = n ± 180'? E is the true obliquity aha the node is re(erred to the true equinox by increasing 
D by the.n1)tation in longitude N. From the spherical triangle YS'Ij' in Figure 2 the elements can be found 
from the formulae . :.. . . 

. .:: sin LI sin i ""_- sin~.Bin(:r.f+ N) 
. ':co~ Ll ~in i .. = sin I cOSe 7 cos I sinecos(D + N) 

cosi = cos Icos e +·sinIsinecos(Q+N) 

sinD'sini = -sinIsin(D+N) 
cos n' sin i = cos I sinE - sin I COSE cos(n + N)~ 

(11) 
(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

In Figure 3 the position angle C' ~ithe""axis. js.s"hpY'?'~ on . .the sel~~~centric sphere. The geocentric right 
ascension and declination of the Moon are 0:, 0 and so the right ascension and declination of the sub-Earth 
point are 0: + 180°, ':"0. 'The descending node of the lunar"equator on the ecliptic is denoted by point S. 
From the definition of LI and D' the arcs SQ = 360' - LI and YQ '= Q' + 180'. In the spherical triangle 
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NLM all angles and sides are known except angles LNM and MLN. Noting that XQ = 90° and YQ = 90° 
these are found as follows: 

LNM = 180° - YP 

= 180° - (YP - YY) 

= 180° -YP+ (YQ - YQ) 

= 180° - (,,+ 180°) + ({I' + 180°) - 90° 

'. = {I'-';.f90° 

MLN=XT 

=XQ-TQ 

;", XQ - (BQ - BT) 

. = 90° - (360° - LI) + (LM - {I + 180° + l) 
• = LI +LM +l- {I- 90°. 

The position angle (C') can be found from either of the two sets of formulae 

cosbs~nC' =-'.::.. ... s.¥{cos(D' -a) 

or 

cos'b cos Gf = cos o'co:s i-sin 0 sin i sine [2' - a) 

cos6sinC' = sinicos(LM - {I +4+l). , . , . ~. 

·'cos o,cps C'.::;=,cp::;(cg§k~ §in i.sinbsin(:L-i.r:7 n + L1 + l). 

. Nort1~ Pol~ 
of Earth 

. '., 0 I! ,' .. Sub-Earth 

'. 360 ~ C // ',M Point 

... '. ..J II . 
0./>'/ '" ~ .....; . -0 

~.; b \ 
"I; " ··if/: I . 

. "r'.n ,~. 
"< . <1,)" 

~/~Oo~,;r . .. 

V":-l--"T ~ 

a+180° -- Q 

Figure 3: The selenocentric sphere: showing' the relation~q,ips b~twe~-n the sub-Earth point M: the 
mean lunar equator and the Earth's equator. 
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3. Implementation of JPL lunar rotation angles 

The JPL DE403/LE403 ephemeris, commonly known ",,"DE403, includes an ephemeris for the rotation of 
the Moon. The problem is to transform these rotation angles into variables equivalent to the quantities n, 
I, LM and hence use equations (8), (9), (10), and (18), (19) (or (20), (21)) with these newly determined 
quantities to compute li.bratiC?lls IT, bT and position ,all~le C'T. We refer to IT, ~ as the true or. total,lunar 
librations.'· . 

The Euler angles describing the rotation.of the Moon, ¢, (J and '¢ are 'determined in Newhall and Williams 
(1997). These angles are defined·· relative to·theIQRS Earth equator and equinox. They describe the 
orientation of the principal axes of inertia of the Moon (the PA system), sometimes called the axes of figure 
~ystem. We show how they can be transformed to give new Euler angles <Pc, Bc and 'ifJc, which are defined 
relatiy~ to·the . .e~liptic' an,d equinox. reference frame ,of; d~te. These transformed .angles are used tp describe 
the orie~tation' ~{a slightly ·different lunar axis system:,' which has' one axis towards the mean Earth' direction, 

, and afioilienilong tlie totation aids·( the ME'system),' sometimes called the mean Earth/rotation axis system. 
From the~:'qU~titi'es>we can COinP~t.et.~ew .. ~;1 ~~~.~L~~./. " . 
The 'Eule;r:: angles ¢,.fJ, 1p .a.nd. new ,set .. cPo! .~~';. '¢c .are shoWn in Fiiures 4a, 4b respectively .. These &Ie given 
in Newhall an.d. WiliiljJps ,(i99,7) and,are,iricluded ip. this £ecl1nical,not.e for convenlen~e" . 

Figure 4a: Equatorial reference frame showing the Eiilet angles··:¢, '(J, W, u~ed to describe the lunar 
.principal axis (PA) system. The value of <P shown in this diagram is negative . 

.... ">"':~<:,:>;:;;.,,", . "';:::'-= 
... ,Echptlc .- . ·.,$c -co ... ' ;" ... 
··OfDaie·········/· ••.•. 

"" . " .;~ . . ~~"" I . 

.EqUIDOX of Date·· . , .. ~' •• ' '. 

"""<I~' 9;;> .. 
. CO./' .... ... ' 0'";; .... 

~lc;:o ............ ~> 

. :.' . '. 
Figure 4b: Ecliptic reference frame showing tlie. transformed Euler angles <Pc, ec, 'ifJc, used to 
describe the orientation of the lunar ME system. . . 

The angles are defined as: 

<P = the angle along the ICRS equator, from the ICRS X-axis to the ascending 
'. . ". .' . ~ 

node of the lunar equator; 

e = the inclination of the lunar equator to the ICRS equator; 

W = the angle along the lunar equator from the node to the lunar prime meridian; 

<Pc = the angle from the equinox of date to the descending node of the lunar 
equator on the ecliptic of date;' 
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Be = the inclination of the lunar equator to the ecliptic of date; . 

"'0 = the angle along the lunar equator from its descending node on the ecliptic 

to the lunar prime meridia:n. 

From Seidelmann et aI, (2007) a vector p in the'PA system can be"trj;~sforined'to'a vector q in the ME 
system by applying three small rotations, This expression (Konopliv et al, (2001)) is ' 

..... 

q = R,,( -0!'14(2)'R2('-79!'0768) R 3 ( -63!'8986)p, (22) 

where R
" 

R2, R3 are given in'equatiOl;S (4)~' (5); (6) 'respeCtively, It must be noted that the numerical 
values for the rotations iIi equation (22) are specific'to DE403 and' are d:nf~rent for other ephemerides . 

. ' .... '!:' . . "' . r •. ,. _. ,. , • 

The ~PL lunar libra,tion, epheI1].eris gives ,the o,ientiltion o~ the PA .yst,em relative to the ICRS, So if we 
know the components of any vector in the PA.,syste.Ifi.) then th~.J~I! li,b:r:ation angles enable.us ~o refex: it to 
the IORS. However the commonly-used reference system for lunar cartography is ~he ME system. Using the 
inverse of equation (22) 'we: call convert any vedor" i~ the ME. system' int~'tne PA system; ·and·then we can 
use the JPL libnitlon angles to convert to the leRS: Finally'we apply frame' bias, pre'cession and nutation, 
and convert to the ecliptic .. reference frame of date. We apply this process to vectors in the ME system that 
define the lunarpole.and'the lunar prime meridian, and use the converteQ. vectors to calculate lunar libration 
angles for the MEr syitem in,the ecliptic-of-date frame, "" .. 0"",' 

... ' 
Let r sel be a vector in the ME system.··· !I'·lrEf vector rl n: the 'PA ~J:~te~ is found from the inverse of 
equation (22) , " '" '" '" 

...... 

r, = R3 -1( -63!'8986) R2 '-1( -i9!'07(8)'R; -1( -0!'1462) r"l 

= R3(63!'8986)'~2(79!'0768) R,(0!'1462) r"I, 

In the ICRS equator, system (see,Fi~re '4(a)) this vector becomes 

r2,='R3(-¢) R,(-O) R 3(-",) r" 

Finally, in the ecliptic of date system this vector becomes 

r date = R,(£) NP B'r;, 

. ; . 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

where B, P and N are the frame bias, precession and nutation matrices respectively, and Rl(e) is the 
rotation to the true eclip~!g,9f.:d,ate reference frame. Note that B, th~ frame bias matrix, is included for 
completeness, as its ~ffec;:t j~ ,well,:qnder O!'l. . 

Now apply rotations in equations (23), (24), (25) ;0 r'eJ''';' (1,0,0) ~nd then to r,eJ = (0,0,1) and call the 
resulting vectors x..date and.zd~!e .respectively.;..;they..ai'.e .. witii· respect to.the:ecliptic of date system. . 

In the ecliptic of date syste~ -~et=: i;::J" k tl~ u~it vectors along the Ox, Oy ~d Oz axes respectively. Define 
the unit vector n to be in,the direction 0 to the descending node 'of the luna, equator on the ecliptic (8), 
We have .. 

. ",,:' . zdatexk 
'n = ,.--:;:=--,--, I zdat'xk I 

The angles ¢o, 00 and "'0 aref~und, using Figure 4(b), from the following formulae 

cos¢o = i.n 

From Newhall and Williams (1997) 

sin ¢o;" j.n 
cos ()e = k.zdate 

c9s'I/Je = n.xdate 

siri'I/J6 = ·(zdatexn).~date. 

¢o '" [,l + (J, 

00.=1 +p .. 
"'0 = T - (J + F + 180~, .. , 
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(27) 

(28) 

(29) 

(30) 

(31) 

(32) 

(33) 

(34) 



Since (see ES (1961) p.1D7) 

equation (34) becomes using (35) 

.pc ~ of:':' <7+LM - n +180.°. 

Substitutingnowf~r n from equation (32) into (36) we have 

.pc = or -<7+LM - ¢c +0- + 180.° 
. ..pO + ¢c - 180.° ",; LM -H-: 

(35) 

(36) 

(37) 

From·equations (32), (33) and (37) the changes in n, I and LM viz-. <7,.p·and or respectively are as a result 
of the 'physical Jibr"tion. To obtain the total or trudibrations IT, bT we must therefore 6ubstitute-¢c, gc 
and .pc-+ ¢c - 180.°,-for n, I and LM respectively· in -equations (8),- (9) and (10). We note· since the values 
for nand LM that are·substituted·into equations (8), -(9) and (10.) are referred to the true, equinox we must 
set N "" D. The P9sition angle C.'T for the totallibrations is then found using equations (18), (19) or (20.), 
(21). ...._. _.:' - ." . '.- .... '. - . 

We then can calculate 'ihe pliysicalliilrati6ns§lp, 6b~ alid 6C" from 

".' 

6Ip=/T -·16 
6bp = bT - bo 

JC~ = CIT - G'o 

(38) 
(39) 

(40.) 

where the~~Pticalnb~'ations l~, b(,..im~\r~:PQ:~it~.~!1 \a?gf~~ '0' b ·~e. as.·~o~~u.t~d f!:0~ eq~~tio~ in section 2. 

Theheliopelltric_ecjiptic.longitude, AH;, ~')d.latitude,.,!hf' of the , Mpon are determined,by calculating the 
vectors for the geocentric ecliptic positions of the Sun and Moon and forming the heliocentric vector to the 
Moon' :(~X:;'y, 'Z)sM"!and' its' length, dSM~ '" ':". '.-. ': . " 

, YSM" 
tanAH=-

XSM 

. ZSM 
Slnf3H =-

dSM 

(41) 

(42) 

(43) 

.' (44) 

(45) 

(46) 

By substituting >w for .\ and f3H for f3 in equations (8) and (9), the -~elimographic longitude of the Sun, 
ls, can be determined in a similar manner to the libration in 'longitude'. Similarly, substitution of these 
quantities into equation (10) allows the determination of the sehihog!aphlc latitude, b's, in a similar manner 
to the libration in latitude. The selenographic colongitude of the'-Sun is 'simply 900 -Is, adjusted to lie in 
the range 0.0 to 360.°. . '; 

4. Numerical Example 

The purpose of this numerical example is to calculate the quantities on the odd pages D7-D21 of the AsA, 
most of which involve the lunar librations. The quantities tabulated are: 
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• The Earth's selenographic longitude (IT) and latitude (bT), which correspond to the totallibrations 
in longitude and latitude, respectively. 

• The position angle of the axis ofrotation (CT). 
• The physicallibrations, olp, obp and the difference OCj" tabulated in·thousandths ·of a degree. 

• The Sun's selenographic colongitude (90' -Is) and latitude (bs). 
. .. 

• The geometrical quantities fraction illuminated (ji) andtlie ·position angle of the bright limb (PA B ). 

4.1 Algorithm for calculating the libration~ and position ang~e of the axis 

The method used involves two passes through a common process. The first pass calculates the optical 
librations, which are geometrical in'nature,and adhere -to,Cusini's·laws .. The second pass.c'alculates the 
total librations which includes the adopted rotational ephemeris Df. the Moon .. In· this example. the JPL 

. DE403 Ephemeris is used (see Section 3). IAU Standards· of Fundamental Astronomy routines {SOFA) are 
usad for obtaining. the frame bias,.· precession and ,nutation. The steps are given below. . 

Step: t bht'ain the: appaient positions' a, '8, 'J;,' and'~~~ '68 , ds for ih~ rvt~oIi "ami" Sun, re~pectlvel;, at time t. 

Step 2 Obtain the nutation in 10ngitllde {L1 . ..p) and obliqul1Y.(.<1e) and.~he. true obliquity (e) for time t. 
- , '., -' . "" . "'~' ',' '. . """" ., 

Step 3 Determine the apparent ecliptic positions A, /3, and As, /3s, by rotating the apparent equatorial 
coordinates around the X-axis by the angle e .. 

Step 4 Calculate the light time correction'fdr the· Moon, T = die, where c = 173·1446 3268 467 is the. speed 
of light in aul day. . . , 

Step 5 At time t - T form the true inclin.ation 1m + .dc l wh~re L\c is the Ilutation in obliquity and 1m is 
the Newhall and Williams (1997)' v:ilue.'6f thE; inclinatidn. .. .. . 

Step 6 Also at time t.-T evaluate the Nndameb:ti;.t"argumentsn and Ll.1 Using Siinon et al "(1994). 
.' . . • ',,_, . .i .. · -' .. :.; . :. :.; ._';,. 1. ..' ',' :. ','.,' ...• ' _:. .' 

Step 7 Using equations (8), (9) and (10), calculate the optical (geometric)libratiQl1s.1 atid.l'from.'\ - n -N, 

Step 

Step 

fl, I and LM , where N = L\1f; is the nutation in longitude. . 

8 Next, in order to determine G' j the P9.sj.tjon angle of th~ axis of rotation, determine [1' from equations 
(14) and (15), and i from equation (13)· .. Th.us.C' may be calculated from equations (18) and (19). 

9 Now use the ephemeris and equationn27H31) to determine the Euler angles <Pc, Bc and ..pc. This 
process includes the transformations from the system <;>f the ephemeris (JPL DE403) to the true of 
date system equations (23)'(25)..· .. ". . . . 

. ".;. 

Step 10 Then substitute <Pc for n, Bc for J. and ·"1/Jc + <Pc -'180' for LM and repeat steps (7), (8) and (9) 
resulting this time in the tot~ librations. ~Tl bT and GT,. 

Step 11 Lastly the physicallibrations, the differences \letween the total and the opticallibrations are given 
by equations (38)-(40). . . 

\: 

4.2 Numerical Example . 
Calculate the quantities described in this. Technical -Note for: 2011 June 01 at OhTT, approximately 21 hours 
before the instant of new Moon .. ' ,'. ' 

t = 2455713·5000000 2011 June· 01 Oh TT 

Step 1: The apparent positions of the Moon ~d' Sun have been calculated using methods described in 
Section B of The Astronomical Almanac. 

Moon '" 57q364896851 

Sun 

o 22q200527037 
d 0·0026441632 au 

"'s. 
Os 
ds 

68qq64159796 
21q975380381 
1:0139593548 au 

Step 2: Nutations and the mean and true obliquity have been calculated using SOFA routines. ' .. 
N = L1?J; OQ004500032 

& -OQ000366339 
em 23Q437794624. 

e = em + L1e 23Q437428285 
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